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levied an imposition on currants, an exercise of prerogative
which  raised  an important constitutional issue1.    For a
time the trade remained open, and the Report on Free
Trade (1604), alluding to the  time  when  " the  Turkey
Company constrained men to a joint stock", remarked:
" Since the breaking of which combination there go four
ships for one"2.   The following year another charter8 was
granted, and the Company was definitely established on a
regulated basis.    This did not prevent temporary reversions
to a ( public purse'.   The fact that every member was now
' in a distinct interest '4 had the natural result of increasing
supplies and lowering prices ; and to check ' such disorder'
in the trade a joint stock was occasionally sanctioned, for
example, in 1620 and again in i6305.   The trade to the
Morea was singled out for exceptional treatment :  in some
cases it was farmed by a member of the Levant Company6,
and it came to be conducted on a joint-stock basis by a
Morea Company which was part of the parent Company7.
The constitution of the Levant Company, in contrast
ttat of tlle Eastland Company, was democratic.   The
Company, general body of members elected the officials, consisting of a
governor, a deputy governor and a court of assistants who
numbered at first twelve and later eighteen8.   The Company
was empowered to frame ordinances and ' correct' offenders
by imprisonment or fines ;  and to strengthen its authority
magistrates were instructed to support the governor and
assistants in executing the ordinances, wardens of prisons
were required to receive in custody persons confided to their
charge, and customs officials were forbidden to pass any mer-
chandise for export to the Levant unless owned by freemen.
As the charter of 1605 was granted soon after the famous
" Free Trade ' debate in the House of Commons, it announced
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